JUDGES

All Regular & Non-Regular Classes: Mr. Christopher T. Neale

Sweepstakes: Ms. Karen (Cricket) Murray

Futurity: Ms. Susan M. Caulkins

Obedience: Mr. David W. Haddock

Junior Showmanship: Mrs. Prudence Hlatky

Best of Breed

CH. REFLECTIONS I'M THE LUCKY ONE


Owners: Rhanda Glenn and Frank Murphy (Bitch)
2010 NATIONAL SPECIALTY

Best of Opposite Sex
CH. AASHTORIA WILDHUNT HIDDEN AGENDA
Owners: Robin K. and Charles P. Riel (Dog)

Best of Winners & Best Bred By Exhibitor (Bred By Exhibitor Dog)
MAJENKIR FRONT AND CENTER
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
2010 NATIONAL SPECIALTY

Grand Champion Select Dog

CH. BLACKMOOR SAMWISE AT KONZA

Owners: Kay and Paul Cassella (Dog) (Agent: Christine Hart)

Grand Champion Select Bitch

CH. GOLIGHTLY BEAU SOLEIL LAGNIAPPE, JC

Breeders: Marcella and Philip Zobel. By Kyrov’s Intensity – DC Golightly Glacis LeReau, SC.
Owners: Dedra R. and Gregory T. Jones (Bitch)
2010 National Specialty

Winners Bitch (Bred By Exhibitor)

Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This

Breeder: Patty Hull and Monica Barry. By Ch. Adrienne Zooropa High Performance – Ch. Laureate Adr’n Taking Flight, JC.

Owners: Patricia Anderson and Janis Leikam

Best Puppy in Classes (Dog 6 months and under 9)

Islehaven Camano

Breeder Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman. By Ch. Zabava Mercury, JC – Ch. Coburn Seabreeze at Islehaven.

Owner: Phyllis M. Potter
Best Veteran in Classes and Award of Merit (7 years and under 10 Dog)

**CH. MASCHA’S MATRIX OF THE WILD HUNT, SC, RA**


Owners: G. Ariel Duncan and Ralph Jamison

Reserve Winners Dog (12 months & under 18)

**SVORA SONOMA MY LAGAN LOVE**

Breeders: Shirley McFadden and Loretta Binder-Wheeler. By Ch. Aashoria Irishbrook Revel - Ch. Svora’s Scandalous, SC.

Owner: Shirley McFadden

Dogs, 9 months and under 12

**TÉINE-KATZ SUN GLACIER**

Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – DC Anwn Edessa, SC.

Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer
Dogs, Novice

**AVALON LIP LINE XPRESS**

Breeder: S. Moore and S. Liggett. By Ch. Avalon Quantum Leap – Wind ’n Satin Ty Osen of Slezi, JC.

Owner: Mary Childs (Agent: Sandra Moore)

Dogs, American Bred

**ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, JC**

Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancerz Image A Romanoc.

Owner: Linda Beisswenger

Dogs, Open

**KYROV EVER AND ALWAYS OAKLARA**

Breeder: Pat Murphy. By Ch. Kyrov’s Ever After – Ch. Oaklara Maryushka.

Owner: Amy Sorbie

Bitches, 6 months and under 9

**ARIA ZORYA THE TELLTALE HEART**

Breeder: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice. By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC.

Owners: Rita Rice, Jessica Nettles and Bryan Rice

Bitches, 12 months and under 18

**AVALYN’S REGAL TRAILBLAZER**


Owners: Barbara Benjamin and Lynne Bennett

Reserve Winners Bitch (9-12 months)

**TÉINE AVALANCHE GLACIER**


Owner: Anne Midgarden
Bitches, Novice
C’LESTIAL FFORTUNE’S FFANTASY AT STARSWIFT, JC
Breeders: Liz Green and Cricket Murray. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, SC – FC C’Lesitial Wheel of Fortune, SC.
Owners: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski and Liz Green

Bitches, American Bred
MASKOVA’S AFFARE DE COUR
Breeders: Elisabeth Cologne-Szymanski and James Szymanski. By Majenkir Notorious at Maskova – Raynbo’s Sugar N’ Spice.
Owners: Elisabeth and James Szymanski

Bitches, Open
KSAR CHriSTmAS SNoW
Owners: Susan Pennington and Johnnie M. Roe

Bitches, Veterinarians 10 years and older
CH. RAINMAKER FOREVER MORE, CD, SC
Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona

Bitches, Veterinarians 7 years & under 10
CH. RAYNBO MAJENKIR SWAN PRINCESS

Bitches, Veterinarians 10 years & older
CH. BABOTJKA’S FANTAZIYA, SC
Breeder: Ulla Hultas. By Ch. Borscana Bad Moon Rising – Babotjka’s Evita. Owner: Shirley McFadden
Award of Merit

**CH. PO DUSHAM ROYALIST**
Breeder: Alice Reese. By Ch. Po Dusham Blackjack – Ch. Po Dusham Heartthrob.
Owners: Alfred W. Edlin, MD and Ron Williams (Dog)

**CH. AVALYN'S MAGNUM FORCE**
Breeder: Lynne and Mike Bennett. By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve.
Owners: Lynne and Mike Bennett (Dog)

**CH. ROMANOC SADDLE THE WIND GUCCI**
Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancrz Image A Romanoc.
Owners: Kris Woddail and Carol Hill (Dog)

**DC ASHTORIA IRISHBROOK WILD HUNT LEMANS**
Breeder: Robin K. Riel, Michael L. and Vicki L. Savage. By DC Tour De France of the Wild Hunt, CD, SC – Ch. Babotjka’s Fantaziya, SC.
Owner: G. Ariel Duncan (Dog)

**CH. ARIA’S THE QUIET MAN**
Owners: Rita M. and Bryan Rice (Dog)

**CH. BABOTJKA’S FANTAIZYA, SC**
Breeder: Ulla Hultas. By Ch. Borscana Bad Moon Rising – Babotjka’s Evita. Owner: Shirley McFadden
Award of Merit

**CH. JUBILEE-KATUSHKA EBEL**
Breeder: Joyce Law and Cynthia Gredys. By Ch. Jubilee Breath of Life, CD, CGC – Ch. Katushka-Kyrov’s Splash, CGC.
Owner: Cynthia Gredys (Bitch)

**CH. JUBILEE DUNAMAI SOZO, CD, RE**
Breeder: Cynthia and Paul Gredys. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Komazuar – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah, CGC.
Owner: Cynthia Gredys (Bitch)

Award of Merit

**CH. MAJENKIR MY VIXEN ALEY**

**Team Class**

**AVALYN’S REGAL TRAILBLAZER**
Owners: Barbara Benjamin and Lynne Bennett

**AVALYN NAIAI REGAL ENCHANTRESS**
Owners: Lynne Bennett and Nancy G. Katsarelas

**AVALYN FINE KRYSTAL AT NAIAI**
Owners: Nancy G. Katsarelas and Lynne Bennett

**CH. AVALYN EVERYTHING MY HEART DESIRES**
Owners: Lynne and Rachel Bennett

**Brace Class**

**AVALYN FINE KRYSTAL AT NAIAI**
Owners: Nancy G. Katsarelas and Lynne Bennett

**CH. AVALYN EVERYTHING MY HEART DESIRES**
Owners: Lynne and Rachel Bennett
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Conformation

Stud Dog Class

CH. AASHTORIA IRISHBROOK REVEL

Breeders: Robin K. Riel, Michael L. and Vicki L. Savage. By DC Tour De France of the Wild Hunt, CD, SC – Ch. Babotjka’s Fantaziya, SC.

Owner: Loretta and Neal Binder-Wheeler (Dog)

Brood Bitch Class

CH. BABOTJKAS FANTAZIYA, SC


Owner: Shirley McFadden

PLACEMENTS

DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9

2 KYROV-LEREAU HEAVEN SENT. Breeders: Ruth Herrmann and Amy Sorie. By Ch. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda – Ch. Kyrov’s Cup Cake. Owner: Amy Sorie

3 ARIA ZORYA DARK SHADOWS. Breeders: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rila Rice. By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC. Owners: Rila M. and Bryan Rice

4 LEREAU-KYROV HEAVEN CAN WAIT. Breeders: Ruth Herrmann and Amy Sorie. By Ch. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda – Ch. Kyrov’s Cup Cake. Owner: Ruth Herrmann

DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12

2 WIND ‘N SATIN VERSACE. Breeders: Mary Childs and Dora McDonald. By Wind ‘n Satin Matter of Opinion – FC Avalon Rumer of Angels, SC. Owner: Suzanne Liggett


DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18


3 SEABURY’S SHOOTING STAR. HBreeder: James Sillers. By Seabury Sylvan Nikolai – Ch. Seabury’s Star Gazer. Owners: April Alberty and Kathleen Alberty

4 AURORA’S ARTEMUS. Breeders: Jon and Jennifer Steele. By Ch. Aurora’s Ajax – Ch. Auroral Rising Star Iroquois. Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele

DOGS, NOVICE

2 SILKENSWIIFT BRIGHT WIZARD. Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell. By Silkenswift Midnite TaIywa, SC – Silkenswift Buniting Bright. Owner: John L’Heurax


DOGS, BRED BY EXHIBITOR


3 DANA DAN SILVERSMOKE. HP267943/05. 5/19/07. Breeders: Dana Thompson and Ardietta Thompson. By Ch. Dana Dan Phalcon – Ch. Fern Meyta Earthly Delight. Owners: Ardietta Thompson and Dana Thompson

4 MASKOVA’S MATINEE, JC. Breeder: Elisabeth and James Szymanski. By Ch. Majenkir Notorious at Maskova – Ch. Raynbo’s Sugar N’ Spice. Owners: Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski and Erica Davidson

DOGS, AMERICAN BRED

2 MASKOVA’S MASQUERADE AT DUKEMAN. Breeders: Elisabeth Cologne-Szymanski and James Szymanski. By Majenkir Notorious at Maskova – Raynbo’s Sugar N’ Spice. Owners: E. and A. Dukeman and Elisabeth and James Szymanski


DOGS, OPEN

2 ANNWN ASCALON. Breeder: Jennifer Frank. By Annwn Lightning War – Annwn Diamonds R Forever, JC. Owner: Laura Hyatt

3 GRYFFYN’S AEYRIE REVELATION. Breeders: R. Lynn Shell-Whitlock and Victor Whitlock. By Kyrov’s Ever and Always Oaklara – Ch. Gryffyn’s Aeyrie Anduril, JC. Owner: Rebecca Neal


BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9


3 RAVENNA PIA PETUNIA. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By Avalyn’s Regal Presence – Ch. Ravenna Wild at Heart, JC. Owner: Caryl Dumaine

4 GRYFFYN’S AEYRIE BOUDICCA. Breeders: R. Lynn
**Specialty Judge’s Comments**
by Mr. Christopher T. Neale

It is a great honor and responsibility to be elected by your peers to judge the national specialty. It was the highlight of my judging career.

When I judge Borzoi, my eye goes first to the head, looking for a nice deep muzzle with Roman finish, gentle flowing planes, sweet expression and small, fine ears. Missing teeth are to be counted as a fault that goes into the “whole dog” mix.

The powerful, arched neck will flow nicely into the withers then on to the back and the much-belabored slightly rising loin, then to the long, low-carried tail.

Examination of the running gear will show me sloping shoulders and return of upper arm that will support 60% of the dog’s weight. The hindquarters will be muscular, broad and well bent. Tying the two ends together is the well-muscled loin. Looking at Borzoi as a sighthound tells me that there will be strong, hard muscle. Good construction, strong, athletic movement will be a given. Armed with this formula, let’s proceed to the classes.

**6-9 DOGS**

First in this class went to Islehaven Camano, a strong, confident puppy. Second went to Kyrov-LeReau Heaven Sent. Both dogs had good outlines for their age. The first puppy had stronger movement.

**9-12 DOGS**

Téene-Katz Sun Glacier won this class. I liked his head, front angles, forechest and overall outline.

Continued on page 19
Best Junior Showman (Open Senior)

CHARLES C. HARPOLE

CH. PO DUSHAM RED RAGTOP REFLECTIONS
Breeders: Rhanda Glenn, Cherie Hunchak and Frank Murphy.
By Ch. Sylvan Artesian – Ch. Po Dusham Scarlett Ribbons.
Owners: Chase Harpole, Rhanda Glenn and Frank Murphy

OPEN INTERMEDIATE

CHEYENNE TRETTER

Ch. DANA DAN GLORIOUS PRINCESS
Breeders: Dana Thompson and Ardieta Thompson.
By Ch. Dana Dan Phalcon – Ch. Fern Meyta Earthly Delight.
Owners: Cheyenne and Rita Tretter

OPEN INTERMEDIATE

2 ROBIN STACHON. SUNBURST ISABELLA FIORE WHISPER WIND. Breeders: Garnett Thompson and Stuart McGraw. By Ch. V’Indra’s O’Keefe of Sunburst – DC Sunburst Halston at Thistledown, SC. Owners: Garnett Thompson, Monika Stachon and Robin Stachon


4 NATALYA C. MILLER. CH. TÉINE IN VOGUE. Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By Ch. Téine Dreams to Share – Ch. Téine Abracadabra, SC. Owners: Natalya C. Miller and Anne Midgarden

Junior Showmanship Judge
Prudence Hlatky
### Best in Triathlon

**DC TÉíNE AVADA KEDAVRA, CD, RN**  
*Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By DC Mufasa’s Knight in Armour, MC – Ch. Téíne Abracadabra, SC.*  
*Owners: Anne Midgarden and Jane Mintchell (Bitch)*

#### 2010 BCOA Triathlon Score Sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entrant</th>
<th>Obedience</th>
<th>Conformation</th>
<th>Lure Coursing</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Placement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FC Avalon Victorian Pyre</strong></td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>68.5 (asfa)</td>
<td>242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SC, FCH, RI, GRC, TT “Py”</strong></td>
<td>(075)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C’Lestial Beau Sancy</strong></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>76.5 (asfa)</td>
<td>178.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>At Starwsift, SC FCH “Earendel”</strong></td>
<td>(079)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>River Bend Tasmania “Ziara”</strong></td>
<td>78</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>76.25 (asfa)</td>
<td>219.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(140)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vitrina Cassiopeia “Pia”</strong></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>73 (asfa)</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(144)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vitrina Heart of Gold Hvala Trillion “Trillion”</strong></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>73.25 (asfa)</td>
<td>194.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(156)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FC Gladki Vetr N’Vision Snowstag, MC, LCX “Odinn”</strong></td>
<td>92</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>62.5 (akc)</td>
<td>233.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(183)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FC Wind’nSatin Sugar Hill Of Legend “Sugar”</strong></td>
<td>ABSENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ABSENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(213)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Katushka-MeytaAnna Sui FCH “Anna”</strong></td>
<td>ABSENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ABSENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(213)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DC Avalon Jungle Fever, CDX, MC, LCX, RAE2, LCM, VFCH, CGC “Tarzan”</strong></td>
<td>96.25</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>65 (akc)</td>
<td>266.25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(232)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LGRA High Score Borzoi

**FC SILKENSWIFT BLACK LIGHTNING SC LCM SGRC ORC JOR**

*Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell. By Silkenswift Midnite Talyn SC x FC Silkenswift Burning Bright SC FCh*

*Owner: Jamie Bobrowski.*

LGRA High Score Opposite Sex

**CH ASHTORIA WILDHUNT MYSTERY UNVEILED SC AN GRC**

*Breeder: Robin Riel & G. Ariel Duncan. By Ch. Mascha’s Nepal of the Wild Hunt SC ROM x Ch. Svora’s Secret Rendezvous JC*

*Owner: G. Ariel Duncan.*
LGRA Next 5 highest racers

1. FC Silkenswift Bright Wizard SC FCh GRC, Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell, By Silkenswift Midnite Talyn SC x FC Silkenswift Burning Bright SC FCh. Owner: John L'Heureux
2. DC Gladki Veter Matter Of Taste MC LCX2 LCM2, Breeder: Roy Silguero, Mary Childs & Dora Childs, By Ch. Yegorov Sea of Change JC CD x DC Windn’Satin Ty Kaa MC LCX, Owner: Roy Silguero & Curtis Judd
3. tie - FC Jedawn Quicksilver Riverrun of Valinor SC GRC, Breeder: Dawn & Jeff Hall & Shannon Myers, By Ch. Kyrov’s Confection x Ch. Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation SC FCh SGRC, Owner: Karla Smith
3. tie - Ch. Ashtoria Wildhunt 4 Your I’s Only RN GRC, Breeder: Robin Riel & G. Ariel Duncan, By Ch. Mascha’s Nepal of the Wild Hunt SC ROM x CH Svora’s Secret Rendezvous JC. Owner: G. Ariel Duncan
3. tie - Lothlorien Surprise Storm, Breeder: Katie Kaltenborn, By Lothlorien Luke the Jedi x Teine Unto Fire & Magic. Owner: Katie Kaltenborn

High Score FTE - tie - Ch. Ashtoria Wildhunt 4 Your I’s Only RN GRC & Lothlorien Surprise Storm

High Score Veteran: Ch. Borchi’s Amras Numenesse SC, Breeder: Terry Steele & Billie Thibeaux, By DC Miellikki A Kind of Magic SC x Teine Slight of Hand. Owner: Elizabeth Tolley, David Nutting & Terry Steele

AKC Best of Breed & First in Specials Stake

FC SILKENSWIFT BRIGHT WIZARD SC FCH GRC.

Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell. By Silkenswift Midnite Talyn SC x FC Silkenswift Burning Bright SC FCh. Owner: John L’Heureux

AKC Open Stake A

1. Aria Svora Sweet Purple, Breeder: Rita Linck & Shirley McFadden by Chabibi’s Korona-Kazan SC x DC Svora’s Scandalous SC. Owner: Raymond Craft & Codi Craft
2. Lothlorien Taken By Surprise FCh. Breeder: Katie Kaltenborn. By Lothlorien Luke the Jedi x Teine Unto Fire & Magic. Owner: Katie Kaltenborn
4. C’Lestial Pure Perfection SC. Breeder Liz Green. By FC C’Lestial Casino Royale SC FCh SGRC JOR x FCh DC C’Lestial High Voltage SC. Owner: Liz Green

AKC Open B

2. C’Lestial Beau Sancy at Starswift SC FCh. Breeder Liz Green. By FC C’Lestial Casino Royale SC FCh SGRC JOR x FCh DC C’Lestial High Voltage SC. Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski

AKC Veteran Stake

1. DC Avalon Jungle Fever VFCh CDX RAFlx MC LCX LCm TT CGC. Breeder: Sandra Moore, Diana Embry & Paula Moore. By FC Silkenswift Camus Dark Realm MC LCm2 VFCh SGRC2 ROMx x Ch Willowwind’s Luv At First Site JC. Owner: Paula Moore, Sandra Moore & Harvey Ross
2. FC Avalon Rumor of Angels SC. Breeder: Sandra Moore. By FC AuDruid Bremen’s Thorium of Ryhka x Avalon Culloden Heather. Owner: Mary Childs & Dora McDonald
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ASFA Coursing

ASFA Best of Breed & First in Open Stake
KANSAI'Z FFHOENIX DFCOVE
Breeder: Karen Murray & Liz Green, By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC x FC C’Lessstial Wheel of Fortune SC LCM GRC JOR
Owner: Louise O’Bryan

ASFA Open Stake
2. Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov, Breeder: Sherri Peak & Katie Kaltenborn, By Ch. Lothlorien Darius Zharkov LCM x Téine Cosmic Connection. Owner: Sherri Peak & Katie Kaltenborn
3. River Bend Tasmania, Breeder: Liz Green & Karen Murray, By Ch. Rassim’s Eric der Rote at Téine x C’Lessstial Singapore Sling. Owner: Amy Sikula
NBQ - FC Téine Zharkov Russian Thistle, Breeder: Shirri Peak & Anne Midgarden By DC Silkenswift Blaze’s Darkfire SC LCM7 x DC Rassim’s Domroeschen at Téine SC NACC NACM LCM. Owner: Anne Midgarden

ASFA Veteran Stake
1. Del Sol Spritzer LCM7 GRC, Breeder: Susan Van de Water & Sandra Moore By FC Silkenswift Camus Dark Realm x Del Sol Algot CD LCM. Owner: Susan Van de Water
2. DC Del Sol Lord of the Dance SC LCM GRC, Breeder: Susan Van de Water, By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov SC ROMX-C x CH Del Sol Belle Starr SC LCM GRC. Owner: Susan Van de Water
3. Ch. Del Sol Belle Star SC LCM GRC. Breeder: Susan Van de Water By Ch. Kyrov’s Forte of the Wild Hunt JC x Del Sol Algot CD LCM. Owner: Susan Van de Water

Winner of the Breeder Stake : Katie Kaltenborn
Winner of the Kennel Stake : Diana Darling

ASFA Field Champion Stake
1. Lothlorien Surprise Victory FCh, Breeder: Katie Kaltenborn, By Lothlorien Luke the Jedi x Téine Unto Fire & Magic. Owner: Katie Kaltenborn
2. C’Lessstial Beau Sancy at Starswitf SC FCh, Breeder Liz Green By FC C’Lessstial Casino Royale SC FCh SGRC JOR x FCh DC C’Lessstial High Voltage SC. Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
3. DC Ashtoria Irshbrook Wildhunt Lemans RA SC FCh, Breeder: Robin Riel & Michael Savage & Vicki Savage, By DC Tour de France of the Wild Hunt CD SC LCM GCG x CH Babotjka’s Fantasiya SC. Owner: G. Ariel Duncan
4. FC C’Lessstial Southern Xenon Lights of Ryhka SC FCh GRC, Breeder: Liz Green & Diana Darling By FC C’Lessstial Casino Royale SC FCh SGRC JOR x FC Kristull Rhenium of Ryhka FCh ORC JOR. Owner: Diana Darling
NBQ - Lothlorien Taken By Surprise FCh. Breeder: Katie Kaltenborn, By Lothlorien Luke the Jedi x Téine Unto Fire & Magic. Owner: Katie Kaltenborn

AKC Specials Stake
3. FC Davidooff Velty Ladyhawk Phdragn FCh FN. Breeder: Sandra Moore, Paula Moore, Debb Meyer & Josie Hougmont. By DC Avalon Kilimanjaro Del Sol LCM2 x Ch Avalon Irkalla of Davidoff. Owner: Paula Moore, Harvey Ross & Sandra Moore
4. FC Technetium’s Ancient Chaya Sar of Ryhka FCh ORC. Breeder: Diana Darling. By Avalon Selenium Dark Vista of Ryhka x DC AuDruid Bremen’s Technetium of Ryhka. Owner: Diana Darling
5. FC Avalon Victorian Pyre SC RE. Breeder: Sandra Moore & Suzanne Liggett. By Zharkov Quest For Fire x Avalon Polychromatic. Owner: Leonore & EG Abordo
High in Obedience Trial (Novice Class B, score 196)

DC TÉINE AVADA KEDAVRA, CD, RN
Breeder: Anne Midgarden.
By DC Mufasa’s Knight in Armour, MC – Ch. Téine Abracadabra, SC.
Owners: Anne Midgarden and June Mintosh

Open Class A, score 175
CH. PHAEDRA DENALI ZARIERO, CD, RA.
Breeder: Dr. Kevin Shimel and Carol Kubiak-Zamora.
By Ch. Phaedra Rafiki – Ch. LeiCro’s Russian Ztaarshine.
Owner: Colleen Allen

NOVICE ’A’ Class, score 184
FC GLADKI VETR N’ VISION SNOWSTAG, MC, LCX
Owners: Stephanie Parker and Roy Silguero
were both stunning dogs nicely proportioned with good heads and strong, sound movement. The Kyrov dog went up because he had more angles front and rear.

WINNERS’ DOG
When the Winners class came into the ring, my eyes settled on the 12-18 dog, Svora Sonoma My Lagan Love and the Bred-By dog, Majenkir Front and Center.

In outline, the 12-18 dog was lankier than the Bred-By dog. Refreshing my memory, my hand told me that the Bred-By had a slightly better build in front. My eye told me that the 12-18 had a better head. My heart told me that we need whole well balanced dog: neck, front, loin and rear. Thus it went. The flow of the body won. The Bred-By was Winners Dog and the 12-18 was Reserve. A tip of the hat went to the 6-9 Puppy, Islehaven Camano.

6-9 BITCH
Aria Zoyra Telltall Heart won the junior puppy bitch class. She had a beautiful outline and a lovely head. She was a very dramatic puppy.

9-12 BITCH
Téine Avalanche Glacier won this class. She has a good head and neck, good fore chest, well angled front and a strong, broad rear. Second place was her sister, Téine Rainbow Glacier.

12-18 BITCH
First place was Avalyn’s Regal Trailblazer. She is a feminine, balanced moving bitch. She has a lovely head, graceful neck, pleasing shoulder and matching rear.

NOVICE BITCH
C’estial Ffortune’s Ffantasy at Starswift won the Novice class over Vitrina Cassiopeia. Both were outstanding movers. The winner had better forechest and shoulder angles.

BRED-BY BITCH
Bred-By has historically been a strong class. This was no exception! First was Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. She has a lovely head with nice roman finish and pleasing planes. With graceful outline, beautiful shoulders and forefront and matching rear she was stunning. Second place was Dana
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Rally Obedience

**Rally Excellent 'B', score 94**
DC Avalon Jungle Fever, CDX, RAEx2, MC, LCX
Breeders: Sandra Moore, Paula Moore and Diana Embry. By FC Silkenswift Canus Dark Realm, MC – Ch. Willowinds Love at First Site, JC. Owners: Paula Moore, Hervey Ross and Sandra Moore

**Rally Advanced 'B', score 95**
DC Avalon Jungle Fever, CDX, RAEx2, MC, LCX
Breeders: Sandra Moore, Paula Moore and Diana Embry. By FC Silkenswift Canus Dark Realm, MC – Ch. Willowinds Love at First Site, JC. Owners: Paula Moore, Hervey Ross and Sandra Moore

**Photo Not Available**

**Rally Novice 'B', score 100**
Riju Téine Catch Me If You Can
By Ch. Téine Intrinsic, UD, JC – DC Annon Edessa. Owners: June Mintchell and Anne Midgarden

Placements

**Rally Excellent 'B'**
1 94 CH. PHAEDRA DENALI ZARIERO, CD, RA. Breeders: Dr. Kevin Shimmel and Carol Kubiak-Zamora. By Ch. Phaedra Rafiki – Ch. LeiCro’s Russian Ztaarshine. Owner: Colleen Allen

2 85 CH. RISING STAR DIPAUL TZEITEL, JC, RA. Breeders: Nadine A. Johnson and Paul and Diane Spohn. By Ch. Rising Star Conquistador – Ch. Octavia De Nicolaiev. Owner: Janet N. Browne


**Rally Advanced 'B'**
1 78 CH. RASSIM’S ERIC DER ROTE AT TÉINE, RN. Breeders: Marina and Volker Nielscamp. By Katz Rhythm of the Night – Rassim’s Cassandra. Owners: Teresa Burks and Anne Midgarden

2 95 ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, JC. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fusilier Danerz Image A Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beisswenger

3 94 JEDAWN-JUBILEE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN. Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Cynthia Gredys. By Meyta Marche de Monde – Ch. Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation, SC. Owners: Elizabeth Buchholz and Shannon Myers

Athens Winner. Owner: Kay Whittington

**Rally Advanced 'A'**
1 80 CH. RAASHTORIA WILD HUNT 4 YOUR 1’S ONLY, RN

2 83 CH. RISING STAR DIPAUL TZEITEL, JC, RA. Breeders: Nadine A. Johnson, Paul & Diane Spohn. By Ch. Rising Star Conquistador – Ch. Octavia De Nicolaiev. Owner: Janet N. Browne


By Ch. Téine Katz Night Moves – Ch. Seabury’s Star Gazer. Owners: April and Kathleen Alberty

By Ch. Téine Katz Night Moves – Ch. Seabury’s Star Gazer. Owners: April and Kathleen Alberty

By Ch. Téine Katz Night Moves – Ch. Seabury’s Star Gazer. Owners: April and Kathleen Alberty

By Ch. Téine Katz Night Moves – Ch. Seabury’s Star Gazer. Owners: April and Kathleen Alberty
Thank you to the voting members of BCOA for the opportunity to judge the National Sweepstakes classes in Kentucky. It was two years of anticipation and a most enjoyable day. I was honored to work with Karen Mays, our annual steward extraordinaire. Thank you to those exhibitors who entered their dogs.

I weighed my judging decisions with the same emphasis as our standard, with greater weight on an overall functional moving dog than minute details or faults. By requesting that the entrants walk to the center of the ring and showcase their hounds (I was not looking for perfect stack) my aim was to see the dogs at a walk as well as earlier at a trot, having the handlers choose how to show their dogs to their best advantage, letting the gallery get a good look at each entry, as well as photo opportunities. It is a moment I feel a national entry deserves.

Puppies: Overall this is a promising entry and I look to our future stars. There were elegant heads, good toplines and generally great dispositions. I found very few missing teeth and only one questionable bite. Effortless movement at a trot was rewarded. Fronts that used the entire leg and shoulder assembly placed better than ones that only reached from the elbow or failed to reach resulting in a ‘falling on front’ impression. It was harder to find outstanding rears in this group with rear drive from the hip and stifle and hock. More common was a pendulum rear or unfortunately the tendency towards sickle hocks. As I go by the idea that our breed is rear wheel drive, I was paying special attention to this feature. Puppies were moved individually to insure all were given their best opportunity to impress without concern of dogs in front or behind them.

Veterans: This was a struggle and a pleasure. I have seen and admired most of these Borzoi since they were puppies. A few placements were extremely close. Final decisions went to overall condition.

**PUPPY DOGS 6-9 MONTHS.**
My favorite puppy class of the day. Islehaven Camano, a knock out puppy that had it all: balance, movement, head, topline, tail carriage. Aria Zorya Dark Shadows, beautiful muzzle, markings, bone and substance. Kyrov LeReau Heaven Sent, a curvy eye-catcher with a big future ahead. Ravenna Jack Sparrow at Avalyn, so aptly named and with pleasing proportions.

**PUPPY DOGS 9-12 MONTHS**
Windnsatin Versace had the best two-beat trot with reach and drive in this class.

**PUPPY DOGS 12-15 MONTHS**
Seabury Shooting Star, this puppy stood out on his first go round and was hard to fault. I had no idea which kennel he was from but loved his elegance without sacrificing masculinity. He set the stage for the day and held on for Best in Sweeps. Hats off to Dr. Jim and his legendary breeding program.

**PUPPY DOGS 15-18 MONTHS**
Phaedra Mig Volschebnivitch, a substantial boy with coat to match, had an easy stride and a charming personality.

**PUPPY BITCHES 6-9 MONTHS**
Ravenna Pia Petunia, all curves and effervescence, her solid moving rear and mischievous glint in her eye won her the Best of Opposite in Sweeps position.

**PUPPY BITCHES 9-12 MONTHS**
Twin Elms Kes, was just right in form and function, had substance without being doggy. Although she out-moved second place, I would like to mention Chrysalis Endless Night for her beauty.

**PUPPY BITCHES 12-15 MONTHS**
This was a big and competitive class. First place went to Nickolai Maviam Dark Legacy. Her breeder had the best coy grin when she was awarded first place. I will always remember it with my own smile. This Borzoi girl was sound and a pleasure to judge.

**PUPPY BITCHES 15-18 MONTHS**
This class was the most diverse in style. Although there might have been better shoulders in this class, my winner, Radharc Grand Cayman, was the best overall with plenty of leg under her. Unfortunately by the time we got to Best in Sweeps she no longer wanted to play the game.

**VETERANS 7-8 YEAR MALES**
Ch. Zabava Mercury won this class with his classic outline, substance and movement. Although there were sentimental favorites, at the end he best represented the standard to me and took home the Best Opposite in Veteran Sweeps ribbon.

**VETERANS 8-9 YEAR MALES**
Del Sol Spitzer was the lone entry in this class and seemed to enjoy all the attention. He was solid under hand.

**VETERANS 9-10 MALES**
I have watched these 3 dogs their whole lives. For form and function without evidence of age Ch. Mascha’s Matrix Of The Wild Hunt asked for the win. He was superbly handled.

**VETERAN 10 AND OLDER MALES**
Ch. Rainmaker Forever more CD SC, another singleton entry. This delightful Borzoi did not look his age and went around the ring with ease. He was in beautiful condition and coat, well cared for and it showed. I was honored to have him in the ring.

**VETERAN 7-8 BITCHES**
DC Svora’s Scandalous showed a great strength in her stride as well as her stack.

**VETERAN 8-9 BITCHES**
Single entry Ch. Raynbo Swan Princess scared off the competition with her great shoulders and attitude.

**VETERAN 9-10 BITCHES**
Ch. Carowynd’s Oksana of Tamarzi was thrilled to be back in the show ring. She moved out well and really impressed the crowd. It was easy to fall in love with her.

**VETERAN 10 AND OVER BITCHES**
There were no absentees in this class—kudos to their owners and caretakers. A bitch I have always loved from afar walked in and stole my heart, Ch. Del Sol Belle Starr. However the queen of the day was in command of her ring not to be denied anything at all. Ch. Babotjka’s Fantaziya, in glorious coat and still holding an impressive topline. This diva walked away with Best Veteran in Sweeps easily. I later learned her breeder had traveled from Europe to see our National and I was thrilled she was there to see this shining star of strength and beauty, confidently gather her trophies and ribbons. §
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**Puppy Sweeps**

**Best in Puppy Sweeps (Dog, 12-15 Months)**

**SEABURY’S SHOOTING STAR**

*Breeder:* James Sillers. *By* Seabury Sylvan Nikolai – Ch. Seabury’s Star Gazer.  
*Owners:* April Alberty and Kathleen Alberty

**Best Opposite Sex in Puppy Sweeps (Bitch, 6–9 Months)**

**RAVENNA PIA PETUNIA,**

*Breeder:* Caryl Dumaine. *By* Avalyn’s Regal Presence – Ch. Ravenna Wild at Heart, JC.  
*Owner:* Caryl Dumaine
Puppy Sweeps

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 6 months and under 9
ISLEHAVEN CAMANO
Breeder Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman. By Ch. Zabava Mercury, JC – Ch. Coburn Seabreeze at Islehaven.
Owner: Phyllis M. Potter

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 9 months & under 12
WIND ‘N SATIN VERSACE
Breeders: Mary Childs and Dora McDonald.
By Wind ‘n Satin Matter of Opinion – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, SC.
Owner: Suzanne Liggett

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 15 months & under 18
PHAEDRA MIG VOLSCHENBITCH
Breeder: Kevin Shmel, DVM and Carol Kubiak-Zamora.
By Ch. Majenkir Krasivi Volschebnik – Ch. LeiCro’s Russian Ziarshe. Owner: Yoriko I. Dixon

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 9 months & under 12
TWIN ELMS KES
Breeder: Suzan Breaz and Dave Lewandowski.
By Twin Elm’s Nikita of Elza – Twin Elm’s Luecerra. Owners: Suzan Breaz and Dave Lewandowski

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15
NICKOLAI MAVIAM DARK LEGACY
Breeder: Bonnie E. Nichols and Sandra Hilbert.
By Ch Téine Fire & Brimstone, RN, JC – Ch. Nikolai Pavlip Kahlua, CD. Owner: Bonnie E. Nichols

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18
RADHARC GRAND CAYMAN
Breeder: Dena Wilson-Fennern and Richard Terry.
By Ch. Katz Classic Cadillac – Ch. Aria’s Ivy Smiath at Radharc. Owners: Dena Wilson-Fennern and Phil Fennern
Placements

PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9
2 ARIA ZORIA DARK SHADOWS. Breeders: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice. By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC. Owners: Rita M. and Bryan Rice
3 KYROV-LEERAU HEAVEN SENT. Breeders: Ruth Herrmann and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Aashoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda – Ch. Kyrov’s Cup Cake. Owner: Amy Sorbie
4 RAVENNA JACK SPARROW AT AVALYN. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By Avalyn’s Regal Presence – Ch. Ravenn Wild at Heart, JC. Owner: Cynthia Ernst

PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12
3 TEINE-KATZ SUN GLACIER. Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By DC Teine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – DC Annwn Edessa, SC. Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer
4 TWIN ELM’S SEYTEK. Breeders: Suzan Brea and Tony and Tammy Forbes. By Ch. Avalyn Nakai the Magic Flame, JC – Ch. Twin Elm’s Barinaya, SC. Owner: Suzan Brea

PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 15
2 SVORA SONOMA MY LAGAN LOVE. Breeders: Shirley McFadden and Loretta Binder-Wheeler. By Ch. Aashoria Irishbrook Revel - Ch. Svora’s Scandalous, SC. Owner: Shirley McFadden
3 JUBILEE GLACIER OZLANDIA. Breeders: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Lisa Durand. By Jubilee Tad Bit O’Brindle Mist – Ch. Jubilee Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE. Owners: Cindi and Amelia Gredys
4 WINDRIFT TAHOE CHANCES ARE. Breeders: Jon and Nancy Reimer and Steven and K.C. Artley. By DC Tahoe’s High Bidder, SC – DC Kirov Windrift Fire & Rain, SC. Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer

PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 15 MONTHS AND UNDER 19
2 ROSCOMMON FIVE O’ONE BLUES. Breeders: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe. By Ch. Abidjan’s Q Lada Vaz Ferlinka, SC – Ch. Roscommon Mustang Sally. Owners: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9
4 SILKENSWIFT BRANDYWINE AT KALABRIA. Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell. By Silkenswift Carrot Ironfoundersson, SC – Celeritas Bellatrix at Silkenswift. Owners: Kari McCloskey and Bonnie Dalzell

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12
3 ATTAWAY-KINBO RUNNING TO PARADISE. Breeders: Rebecca Peters-Campbell, Christine Meyers and Melissa Pearce. By Ch. Rajaliljan Halis, SC – Ch. Kinobi Starlet, JC. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell
4 TEINE AVALANCHE GLACIER. Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By DC Teine Windmaster of Foxwood – DC Annwn Edessa. Owner: Anne Midgarden

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 15
4 TEINE BAT OUT OF HELL. HP339540/05. 3/12/09. Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By Ch. Mayberry’s Hawker Hurricane – Ch. Teine Devil May Care. Owner: Anne Midgarden

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 15 MONTHS AND UNDER 19

Specialty Critique continued from page 19
Dan Cameo. Although a large and substantial bitch, she was feminine with a beautiful outline.

AMERICAN BRED BITCH
First was Maskova’s Affaire DeCour. She is a very balanced, pretty bitch. She won over Goliathly Valinor’s Beau Mond with better proportion of leg to body.

OPEN BITCH
Ksar Christmas Snow was “Miss Cranky”. There was a thunderstorm going on outside and she didn’t like it. As the class went on, my eye kept going back to her. When she settled down, it became clear that her body flowed nicely from her head into a graceful neck, nice shoulders and forechest, proper topline and matching rear. If she hadn’t behaved at the end, the beautiful Dana Dan Sassafras could easily have moved up.

WINNERS’ BITCH
When I saw the Bred-By bitch, Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This, sail around the ring, I knew it was done! She was Winners’ Bitch. Reserve was the 9-12 puppy Teine Avalanche Glacier.

7-10 VETERAN DOG
Ch. Mascha’s Matrix of the Wild Hunt won the very competitive class. He’s a large dog with matching front and rear. A strong mover, his handler had to work hard to stay with him. Also present was an impressive Continued on page 31
Best in Veteran Sweeps (Bitch, 10 years and older)

CH. BABOTJKA’S FANTAZIYA, SC

Owner: Shirley McFadden

Best Opposite Sex in Veteran Sweeps (Dog, 7 years and under 8)

CH. ZABAVA MERCURY, JC

Breeders: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra. By Mariza Forever Glacial – Ch. Zabava Winter Berry, JC.
Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra (Dog)
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**Veteran Sweeps**

**Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 8 years and under 9**
**Del Sol Spitzer, SC**
Breeder: Susan Van de Water.
By FC Silkenswift Camus Dark Realm, SC – Del Sol Alqol, SC, CD.
Owners: Aenone Simpson and Susan Van de Water

**Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 9 years and under 10**
**CH. Mascha’s Matrix of the Wild Hunt, SC, RA**
Owners: G. Ariel Duncan and Ralph Jamison

**Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 10 years and older**
**CH. Rainmaker Forever More, CD, SC**
Breeder: Johanna Lind-Vilpponen.
By Rainmaker Another Dream – Vilpertin Elegantanja.
Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona

**Veteran Sweeps Bitches, 7 years and under 8**
**DC Svora’s Scandalous, SC**
Breeder: Shirley A. Garrett.
By Ch. Chataqua Valimir of Kyrov, SC – Ch. Babotjka’s Fantaziya, SC.
Owners: Loretta Binder-Wheeler and Shirley McFadden

**Veteran Sweeps Bitches, 8 years and under 9**
**CH. Raynbo Majenkir Swan Princess**

**Veteran Sweeps Bitches, 9 years and under 10**
**CH. Carowynd’s Oksana of Tamarzi**
Breeders: Pam Cross, Marilyn Lockhart and Tammy Ream.
By Ch. Tamarzi Lord Oliver Gr’falcon – Ch. Silkwind’s Estee of Tamarzi. Owners: Deborah Vidaver-Cohen and Pam Cross
Best in Futurity/Best Senior Bitch/15-18 Months
RAYNBO’S CHARMED I’M SURE
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker

Best Opposite Sex in Futurity/Best Junior Dog/6-9 Months
ISLEHAVEN CAMANO
Breeder Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman. By Ch. Zabava Mercury, JC – Ch. Coburn Seabreeze at Islehaven.
Owner: Phyllis M. Potter
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FUTURITY Dogs, 9 months and under 12
KSAR RAYNBO’S FAIR PLAY

FUTURITY Dogs, 12 months and under 15
JUBILEE GLACIER HORSE OF A DIFFERENT COLOR

FUTURITY Best Senior Dog, 21 months & under 24
MAJENKIR FRONT AND CENTER

FUTURITY Dogs, 15 months and under 18
ROSCOMMON FIVE O’ ONE BLUES
Breeders: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe. By Ch. Abidjan’s Q Lada Vaz Ferlinka, SC – Ch. Roscommon Mustang Sally Owners: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe

FUTURITY Dogs, 18 months and under 21
ARIA PLACHE RIDING SHOTGUN AT ZORYA
Breeders: Rita M. Rice and Kim S. Plaché. By Kynov’s Confection – DC Aria’s Haunted Gold, SC. Owners: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita M. Rice

FUTURITY Best Junior Bitch, 12–15 months
NICKOLAI MAVIAM A CANDLE IN THE DARK
FUTURITY Bitches, 6 months and under 9
ARIA ZORYA THE TELLTALE HEART
Breeders: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice.
By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC.
Owners: Rita Rice, Jessica Nettles and Bryan Rice

FUTURITY Bitches, 9 months & under 12
GLADKII VETER BLACK PEARL

FUTURITY Bitches, 18 months and under 21
MAJENKIR NATASHA NATLUNYA
Breeders: Yoriko Dixon and Lois Schultz.
By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Majenkir Alunya.
Owner: Yoriko Dixon

FUTURITY Brood Bitch Class
CH. AVALYN NAKAI KISHKA
Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Nancy G. Katsarelas.
By Ch. Majenkir Talisman – Ch. Majenkir Avalyn Kitana, JC.
Owners: Lynne Bennett and Nancy G. Katsarelas

FUTURITY Bitches, 21 months and under 24
KRASIVI VOLSCHENBITSA
Owner: Yoriko I. Dixon

FUTURITY Stud Dog Class
CH. TÉINE FIRE & BRIMSTONE, JC, RN
Breeders: Anne Midgarden.
By Aviann Captain Zodiac – Téine Midnight Hellfire.
Owner: Teresa Burks
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Placements

FUTURITY DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9
2 RAVENNA JACK SPARROW AT AVALYN. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By Avalyn’s Regal Presence – Ch. Ravenna Wild at Heart, JC. Owner: Cynthia Ernst
3 ARIA ZORYA DARK SHADOWS. Breeders: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice. By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascade, JC. Owners: Rita and Brian C. Rice
4 LEREAU-KYROV HEAVEN CAN WAIT. Breeder: Ruth Herrmann and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda – Ch. Kyrov’s Cup Cake. Owner: Ruth Herrmann

FUTURITY DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 15
2 JUBILEE GLACIER OZLANDIA. Breeders: Cindi and Amelia Gre dys and Lisa Durand. By Jubilee Tad Bit O’Brindle Mist – Ch. Jubilee Dunnamai Sozo, CD, RE. Owners: Cindi and Amelia Grenys
3 SVORA SONOMA MY LAGAN LOVE. Breeders: Shirley McFadden and Loretta Binder-Wheeler. By Ch. Aashtoria Irishbrook Revel - Ch. Svora’s Scandalous, SC. Owner: Shirley McFadden
4 JUBILEE GLACIER TIN MAN. Breeders: Cindi and Amelia Gre dys and Lisa Durand. By Jubilee Tad Bit O’Brindle Mist – Ch. Jubilee Dunnamai Sozo, CD, RE. Owners: Cindi and Amelia Grenys

FUTURITY DOGS, 15 MONTHS AND UNDER 18
3 ROSCOMMON FERL INKA ZULU WHISKEY. Breeders: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe. By Ch. Abidjan’s Q Lada Ferlinka, SC – Ch. Roscommon Mustang Sally. Owners: Colleen Boyle, Pauline Coe and Debra West
4 RIVER BEND JAMAICA’S RED. Breeder: Marilyn Kivela and Charles Mayer. By Ch. Eric Der Rote at Téine – Ch. Nickolai Ryndar River Aziza, CD, JC, RN. Owners: Lynn K. Wall and Mary Childs

FUTURITY DOGS, 18 MONTHS AND UNDER 21
4 GRYFFYN’S AERIE R EVELATION. Breeders: R. Lynn Shell-Whitlock and Victor Whitlock. By Kyrov’s Ever and Always Oaklara – Ch. Gryffyn’s Aeryie Anduril, JC. Owner: Rebecca Neal

FUTURITY DOGS, 21 MONTHS AND UNDER 24
3 JEDAWN’S SHOW THEM NO MERCY. Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers. By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation, SC. Owner: Leslie Walenta

FUTURITY BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9
4 CHRYSLALIS A STUDY IN SCARLET. Breeders: Pamela Jo Leichtnam and Janis McFerrin. By Ch Manitias Brilliant in Black – Ch. Chrysalis Winter Gold. Owner: Pamela Jo Leichtnam

FUTURITY BITCHES, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 15

FUTURITY BITCHES, 15 MONTHS AND UNDER 18
2 ANOTAK BRILLANCE. Breeders: Joyce and Roger Katona. By Anotak Luxor – Ch. Anotak Komet’s Haley of Ravenna, JC. Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona

FUTURITY BITCHES, 18 MONTHS AND UNDER 21
2 ZOOROPA LAUREATE SHADES OF WHITE. Breeders: Patty Hull and Monica Barry. By Ch. Adrienne Zooropa High Performance – Ch. Laureate Adr’n Taking Flight, JC. Owners: Monica E. Barry
3 ZOOROPA LAUREATE ADRIENNE PICTURE THIS. Breeders: Patty Hull and Monica Barry. By Ch. Adrienne Zooropa High Performance – Ch. Laureate Adr’n Taking Flight, JC. Owners: Patricia Anderson and Janis Leikam
4 KATUSHKA’S MILLION DOLLAR BABY. Breeders: Joyce E. Law and Laura Hyatt. By Ch. Katushka’s Maestro Moussorgsky – Ch. Fern Meya Earthly Delight. Owner: Joyce Law

FUTURITY BITCHES, 21 MONTHS AND UNDER 24

FUTURITY BITCHES, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12
2 ATTAWAY-KINIBI RUNNING TO PARADISE. Breeders: Rebecca Peters-Campbell, Christine Meyers and Melissa Pearce. By Ch. Rajalinjan Halis, SC – Ch. Kinobi Starlet, JC. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell
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**Specialty Critique continued from page 24**

Ch. Kenai’s Last of the Dogmen. He pressed the winner hard despite an injury.

**10 AND OVER VETERAN DOG**
The 10 plus years old winner, Ch. Rainmaker Forever More demonstrated that he could still compete.

**7-10 VETERAN BITCH**
This class was very large. The winner, Ch. Raynbo Majenkir Swan Princess, was very good looking with a pretty head, nice angles front and rear and cheerful, sound movement.

**10 AND OVER VETERAN BITCH**
Ch. Babotjka’s Fantaziya won this class. A very dramatic bitch, she has a pleasing head, elegant neck, correct topline and strong, sound movement.

**THE BRACE CLASS AND THE TEAM CLASS**
were won by well-behaved silver brindles. I’m not sure who had more fun, the dogs or me.

**BEST OF BREED**
“An embarrassment of riches” was the thought that crossed my mind as the dog Specials and later the bitch Specials came into the ring.

After many ruthless cuts we arrived at the finals. I pulled out a magnificent dog, Ch. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda and beautiful bitch, Ch. Reflections I’m the Lucky One.

The bitch was very feminine with beautiful head planes and expression. Her graceful neck flowed into a beautiful topline and powerful croup. She has excellent forechest, properly placed and well-angled shoulders and matching rear and strong loin. Her movement was dazzling.

The dog was a stallion! His outline from head to croup was flawless. He has a fine front and beautiful movement. This dog has a lot to offer the breed.

After reminding the handlers to keep breathing, I took the dogs around one last time to show off. I brought the Winners Dog out, the dog Special came out next and then the bitch came out and was put up front. There it was.

Ch. Reflections I’m the Lucky One was Best of Breed, Majenkir Front and Center was Best of Winners and Ch. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda was best of Opposite Sex.

My Select Dog was a handsome, compact dog Ch. Blackmoor Samwise at Konza. My Select Bitch was the lovely Ch. Golightly Beau Soleil Lagniappe.

Dog Awards of Merit went to: Ch. PoDusham Royalist, Ch. Avalyn’s Magnum Force, DC Ashtoria Irishbrook Wild Hunt Lemans, Ch. Aria’s the Quite Man, Ch. Romanoc Saddle the Wind Gucci and the 7-10 Veteran Ch. Mascha’s Matrix of the Wild Hunt.

Bitch Awards of Merit were: Ch. Majenkir My Vixen Alley, Ch. Jubilee-Katushka Ebel, Ch. Jubilee Dunmamai Sozo and the 10 year and over Veteran Ch. Babotjka’s Fantaziya.

To the Officers, Committee members and the membership of Borzoi Club of America; thank you for the honor of judging the 2010 National Specialty. §
**BCOA 2009**

**Top Conformation Borzoi**

**CH. AASHTORIA WILDHUNT**
**HIDDEN AGENDA**

Owners: Robin & Charles Riel

**Breeders of the Top Borzoi**

**ROBIN K. RIEL & G. ARIEL DUNCAN**

**Top Best Opposite Sex Borzoi**

**CH. JUBILEE-KATUSHKHA EBEL**

Owner: Cindi Gredys

**Top ASFA Lure Coursers**

**FC TSARYTSIN WILD IRIS STARRUNNER, LCM3**

Owners: Marcia and Ed Obregon
**Top Obedience Borzoi**

**DC TÉINE AVADA KEDAVRA, SC, CD, RN**

Owners: Anne Midgarden, DVM and June Mintchell

**Top Open Field Courser**

**KIROV EBRUJADA**

Owner: Barbara Ewing

**Top Versatility Borzoi**

**CH. ASHTORIA WILD HUNT MYSTERY UNVEILED, SC, RN, GRC, CGC**

Owner: G. Ariel Duncan

**Top Junior Handler**

**ROBIN STACHON**

**Top AKC Lure Courser**

**FC C’LESTIAL SOUTHERN XENON LIGHTS OF RYHKA, FCH., ORC, SC**

Owner: Diana Darling
Out And About At the National
Rebecca Neal photos